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                       RIPARIAN STAND MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTION # 43 
                                               UPPER ADAM & COMPTON CREEKS 
                                              WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY LIMITED 
                                            TFL # 39, NORTH ISLAND TIMBERLANDS                                 

A.  LOCATION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF AREA 

SU TREATMENT AREA (TA) IDENTIFIER (General Location, Licensee, Stream Reaches, 
Other: 

TA # TREATMENT AREA (Net)  
(to the nearest 1 or 0.1 ha) 

     A Riparian Reserve Zones along the Upper Adam River S1, an S2 
tributary, and two areas along Middle and Upper Compton Creek S2 
plus along an S3 tributary. Maps 92 L029 and LO 30. Air Photo 
WY0301  #1-007-006-007  

    1             Gross 10.7  

Total Compton: N.50d,13’; W126 d,9’&11’; Adam: N.50d.12’;W126d,8’               Net   9.5 

B.  MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES  

B-1.  HIGHER LEVEL PLANS 
ARE ANY OF THE TREATMENT AREAS SUBJECT TO A HIGHER LEVEL PLAN? ( x )  YES  (  )  NO 

 PLAN NAME Year Mont
h 

Day 

IF YES: Vancouver Island Land Use Plan  200
0 

12 01 

 TFL # 39 Management and Working Plan # 8 ( 2001-2006) 200
1 

06 01 

B-2.  STAND-LEVEL OBJECTIVES 
ARE CURRENT STAND-LEVEL OBJECTIVES AVAILABLE FROM SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS? (  )  Yes ( X )  No IF ‘YES,’ SEE  ATTACHED FS 711A. 

TIMBER MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES  

THESE OBJECTIVES APPLY TO:  All SU’s: RRZ objectives for the purposes of this RMP: Timber management objectives will be 
secondary to fisheries, wildlife and habitat objectives in these Riparian Reserve Zones.         

WILDLIFE 
MANAGEMENT 
OBJECTIVES – 
HABITAT/BIODIVERSIT
Y/WILDLIFE TREES. 
 

AREA DESCRIPTION: This area lies entirely within the CWHvm1. More than half  is 
made up of  zonal (01SS) sites, the rest are usually either 09-10 Bench sites, wet swampy 
areas or richer 05 sites. Most of the stands are made up of either planted or natural, 
dense to very dense Hw, Ba and Cw with smaller understory  ingress. Dr is 
predominantly found on the bench sites, the actual bank, old slumps and along old 
adjacent spurs and landings. Wildlife trees are still scattered and in groups along the 
bank of the upper Adam, as well as in several adjacent old growth patches along Compton 
Creek. CWD is generally moderate, but because of the predominantly Hw /Ba 
composition, is rapidly decaying and will require future replacement. Most of the S2 
reaches along Compton Creek have moderate to high LOD accumulations with small log 
jams and pools. The Upper Adam S1 reaches, however, appear to have sufficiently strong 
flood events to have flushed out most large organic debris, therefore reducing pool 
development. Elk and deer sign was frequent, with heavy browsing, rubbing, bark 
stripping, trails and beds. Both Elk and Black Bear were heavily using the early skunk 
cabbage crop on moist sites. 
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THESE OBJECTIVES APPLY TO:   SU A: The overall objective will be re-attainment of riparian zone functioning by 
managing to provide more additional large future wildlife trees, large future coarse woody debris on the ground and 
future large organic debris instream, shade and nutrients to the stream, open areas and canopy gaps for maintenance 
of shrub communities, overland flow filtering, ungulate and bear forage and bird habitat (passerine & raptor). The 
stand will be designed to maintain or have increased vertical and horizontal structure with large, wind-firm dominants 
( most trees over 30cm diameter bh will be kept) and smaller subdominants. Notwithstanding the intended 
vertical diversity, generally the biggest and best dominant trees will be left. Overstory and larger Cw will be kept 
and smaller Cw will only be spaced, where there is an abundance of Cw. Some understory Cw and 
elderberry may be bucked off at +-1m to create “browsing bushes”. Vertical and horizontal diversity will be achieved by 
creating &/or maintaining openings and variable density areas, alternating with open areas and tree clumps. All of the 
red alder along the immediate creekbank will be kept in a  LTZ (Limited Treatment Zone) and, in some cases (where 
trees lean out towards the creek), beyond this LTZ. Screefing and wildlife tree creation will be encouraged in 
the LTZs and the corridors, but no falling will be done within the 1-3m+- LTZ along the creeks, or 
within the 10m+- wildlife corridors. All of the old growth remnants and snags over 30cm dia. will be kept; if need 
be with a safety buffer. 10m+- wide unspaced corridors will be left more or less perpendicularly every 50-80m for 
cover and may follow natural ridges, terrain, game trails, creeks, NCD’s or vegetation features.  Any willow, pacific 
crabapple, bitter cherry, mountain ash, cottonwood and yew will be left uncut for diversity, forage and bird use.  About 
20 s/ha of hemlock, alder and amabilis fir ( e.g. one tree in every 5th plot).  will be screefed to introduce rot, while the 
tree continues to grow. This will provide future live wildlife trees with rotten cores and hard shells for cavity 
excavators. The induced stress and resin flow will also attract sapsuckers.  The end effect of all these treatments will be 
to create as much diversity as possible, while being crew-time efficient. Wherever conifer branches are live to ground 
level, a reasonable effort will be made to cut most live branches as low as possible, in order to reduce re-sprouting. The 
objective will also be to create a wider connectivity habitat between existing old growth patches, where presently only 
scattered old growth components remain. 

 
 
 

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES  

THESE OBJECTIVES APPLY TO:  SU A               

The area is all part of the Adam River watershed. Actions prescribed to maintain fisheries and biodiversity objectives 
will also maintain good water quality. A 1-3m “Limited Treatment Zone” (LTZ –screefing and girdling only) will be left 
along all banks. Larger “no treatment” buffers will be left along unstable banks and bank slumps.  

FISHERIES/STREAMS – WETLAND MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES  

THESE OBJECTIVES APPLY TO:  SU A     

To enhance riparian reserve zone plantations in order to improve riparian functioning for resident cutthroat, rainbow 
trout, introduced brown trout and dolly varden populations. The Adam River has a major anadromous fish barrier 
close to its mouth. The upper watershed is, however, important habitat for resident trout populations. All of the 
reaches are considered valuable and necessary spawning and fry habitat for trout that are resident in the creeks or 
adjacent beaver dams and flood channels. Variable density spacing and conifer release will serve to create larger future 
shade trees, in-stream large organic debris (LOD) and bank coarse woody debris (CWD), which will have larger root 
balls for anchoring purposes.  Along any side channels and flood overflow areas  with heavy gravel and sand deposits  
from higher up, the treatments will help to stabilize the channels and tie down the sand and gravel deposits. A 1-3m 
“Limited Treatment Zone” (LTZ) will be left along all banks. This 1-3m zone contains most of the streambank alder, as 
well as most of the remaining scattered, old growth residuals and wildlife trees.  
VISUAL LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES (VQO) LANDSCAPE 

SENSITIVITY        moderate  
VISUAL QUALITY 
OBJECTIVE   
retention 

THESE OBJECTIVES APPLY TO: SU A:   

OBJECTIVES: Since the objective will be to leave a  variable density stand after spacing, and/or to release conifers to 
create a conifer-hardwood mix, viewscapes are expected to improve somewhat.   
RECREATION MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES FEATURE  

SIGNIFICANCE      M  

KEY  

FEATURE:  Fishing, hunting, sightseeing, mushroom, salal and berry picking, 
wildlife viewing.  

MANAGEMENT 

CLASS      2  
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THESE OBJECTIVES APPLY TO:  SU A            

Present riparian management activities will either maintain the key recreation features at present levels, or improve 
them.  
 
OTHER RESOURCE VALUES/INTERESTS – MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES: 

THESE OBJECTIVES APPLY TO:  SU A:1st Nations resources will be improved by managing riparian zones for herbs 
and berry crops, enhancing wildlife use for bears and ungulates by opening up the canopy, enhancing Cw, devils club, 
crabapple, western yew, mountain ash and various other shrubs & herbs for medicinal and other uses . The 1st. Nations 
fisheries resource will be improved by managing riparian zones, in order to accelerate re-attainment of old growth 
riparian functions and biodiversity. 

 

TREATMENT AREA DESCRIPTION FOR SU A   

TA  # 1  TA area (ha) 9.5 Riparian Reserve Zones along  the Upper Adam River, Compton Creek and 
tributaries . 

C-1.  AREA DESCRIPTION 

ZONE, SUBZONE, VARIANT 

CWHvm1   

SITE SERIES (RANGE) 
01 (59%),  05(3%), 06(5%) 

09-10(33%).  

MOIST/NUTR. GRID - range 
2-7/B-D 

 
ELEVATION ASPECT SLOPE DATA SLOPE 

Min: 450m  Max:  540m Avg.:  500m All aspects Min. %:  0 Max. %:  >70-80 @ dropoffs
  

Avg. %: 8   

POSITION 

Lower 
LENGT
H  Short 

UNIFORMITY 

Uni-broken 

HUMUS 
FORM 
Mostly deep 
mors w. 
moders over 
regosols on 
benches 
 

ROOTING  
DEPTH  
10 to over 70 cm 
 

SOIL DEPTH TO 
RESTRICTING LAYER 
10 to over 70. Variable 
depth of hard-pan till, 
bedrock and/or water table. 
 

SOIL TEXTURE 
Fine loams, sandy loams 
(the odd loamy sand). Plus 
regosolic river deposits. 
 

SOIL COARSE 
FRAGMENT:< 10 in 
upper layers. The 
higher  values occur  
lower  and are found 
on gravelly creek 
regosols. 

DRAINAGE 
Generally 
well drained 
 

WATER COURSES 

WaterS1, S2 & S  +  S4,5,6 
tributaries. 

MECHANIZED STAND TENDING 

          (  )  Yes  ( x )  No, chainsaw 

IF YES, SEE OPERATIONAL PLANNING REGULATION FOR FURTHER  
CONTENT REQUIREMENTS 

C-2.  CURRENT STAND DESCRIPTION – use table and/or describe in words  

 SU  

 A 
Layer Spp % Spp % Spp % Spp      %                  Spp        %       SPP % Age 

(yrs) 
Height 
(m) 

Ref yr Density 
sph 

Well 
spaced 

BA 
m2/ha 

 OS  Hw   50  Ba 45  Fd 5  The alder  along bank did 
not fall into any of the plots     

     22         13  
(7-19) 

  2005 1200   N/A 40 

 US  Hw   60  Ba  37 Cw 3                                                 5->10    4 

(1-11) 
  2005 5685 

O+US
=688
5  

  N/A N/A 

 <1m  Hw     41  Ba 56 Cw 3     1 - 5  < 1m   2005 3029   N/A N/A 

Site Indices are 29 (27-34) using a combination of Tass/Tipsy juvenile height over age tables based on drilled heights 
(mostly Hw), Weyerhaeuser inventory map notations and bio-geo-climatic site indices. Note that the OS (overstory) 
are the dominant and co-dominant layers (on these sites either coniferous or hardwood). The US (understory) denotes 
the understory layer of predominantly conifers, but may contain some hardwoods. The <1 layer constitutes more 
recent small ingress, or very suppressed conifers under 1m in height. The treatment is expected to reduce the Hw/Ba 
percentage in favour of the Cw percentage.    

Stand Description in words: The stands are dominated by dense planted and natural Hw,Ba, Cw both in the canopy 
layer and in the understory layers with most of the alder distributed immediately along the creeks, or on bench sites 
and old spurs or hoe trails.  
C-3:  FOREST HEALTH AGENT OCCURRENCE 

 
SU 

AGENT 
CODE 

 
AGENT NAME 

 
HOST SPECIES 

TOTAL TREES 
AFFECTED (%) 

TOTAL CONIFERS 
AFFECTED (%) 

HOST TREES 
AFFECTED (%) 

AREA 
(ha) 
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A DMH Hemlock Dwarf 
Mistletoe 

Hw Only on older 
residuals.  

                  <2               <2   10.7 

A DF Sirococcus tip blight Hw       Prevalent (15%)                   15% 25   10.7 

A WE Elk and deer 
browsing,  bark 

stripping 

Wi,Dr,Cw & other 
conifers 

      Scattered                   <5                <1   10.7 

A DMA Armillaria Root Rot Hw,Fd        Very scattered                   <2                <2   10.7 

FOREST HEALTH STRATEGIES:  

DMH: Mistletoe: Only observed in adjacent residuals and these will make good wildlife trees in the future, in spite of 
the mistletoe. The few younger Hw which may be infected in the future, will add to further canopy diversity. Usually 
the largest and best-growing trees will remain in the overstory, with or without mistletoe. 
Sirococcus strobilinus spp. tip blight: Heavily infected Hw will be spaced out, unless there are no other good choices 
for dominants. 
WE: Deer and elk browsing, bark stripping and rubs are usually associated with frequently used trails or bedding areas 
and are not considered a problem, but rather a good sign, indicating the valuable habitat aspect of these riparian zones. 
Wherever possible, the 10m+- “no spacing corridors” will attempt to include areas of heavy elk and deer use. 
DRA: Armillaria Root Rot: Leave 5m buffers, if recognized. Otherwise no treatment. 
PROTECTION: 
FIRE HAZARD ASSESSMENT & PROTECTION STRATEGIES:  

The spacing slash will be a mix of mostly Hw & Ba, with less Cw and Dr. Because of the small size of the spaced trees, 
initially high fine fuel hazards will abate within two to three years. This area does not appear to be a heavy public use 
area. There is a moderating influence from river adjacency, and the river may serve as  ready water sources for initial 
attack.  In addition, the treated areas are long narrow strips,  fire-guarded on one or both sides by the rivers, creeks, 
back-channels, roads and several remaining adjacent old growth patches. The overall slash areas will be very small and 
strung out.  

 
 

D. TREATMENTS TO ACHIEVE TARGET STAND CONDITIONS AND OBJECTIVES 

STAND TREATMENT REGIME: 

 The strategy will be variable density spacing to maintain & create gaps and openings for elk and deer use, black bear 
berry feeding and passerine bird habitat and to accelerate riparian reserve zone coniferous growth on larger individual 
trees to attain mature and old growth riparian functioning as soon as possible.  This will be achieved by creating or 
maintaining small openings and low-density (150-250 s/ha) patches with clumpy distribution within a  
350-500s/ha overall matrix. The average density from post spacing plots (not counting the 10m 
wildlife corridors and 1- 3m LTZs) should be around 300-500 s/ha . On the few scattered areas dominated 
by an alder overstory, with understory conifers, treatment will be girdling or falling of alder and brushing within an +-
5-8m radius of releasable conifers. Because of the relatively young stand ages, some of the understory Hw may still 
release again after cutting, due to scattered live, uncut branches. This will create elk browsing bushes, similar to those 
intentionally created with Cw. The crew will, however, make an attempt to cut most lower live branches where this can 
be done in a reasonable fashion without damaging the chain. 

 
 
 

D-1.  POST-TREATMENT STANDARDS 

Use the table below to enter the schedule of stand-level treatments and appropriate standards - add rows if needed  

Treatment and 
timing 

Attributes of what is to be treated (spp, 
ht, age) 

Area (est) ha Standards – Stand Structural Attributes – use columns and space below. 
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2005-2006:  Variable density spacing to create 
small openings and low-density 
(150-250 s/ha) patches with clumpy 
distribution within a  350-500s/ha 
overall clumpy matrix.  A 10 m +-  
wide unspaced corridor to be left 
every 50-80m.  
Some understory conifer release in 
alder patches, while still leaving 
other alder. Screefing to create 
wildlife trees within LTZ and 
wildlife corridor. 
 

 

     9.5 ha Pref Spp 
Fd, 
Cw,Hw, 
Ba, Ss, 
Dr 

Acc Spp 
Large Wi, 
Act; Pw.  

Target 
   400  in 
matrix & 
200 in 
openings. 
* 
 
 

Min. p.& a. 
100/ha  

 
Max. p.&a. 
550 except 
for areas 
with Cw, 
then 650 

BA 
       25+- 

   
Final treatment numbers will be based on plots within the actually spaced areas, and will not include numbers of trees 
screefed to create wildlife trees within the LTZ’s or within the wildlife corridors. 
Areas shown for all treatments are approximate maximums and are expected to be slightly less due to natural gaps, 
skunk cabbage sites, swamps, old-growth remnants and danger trees. No spacing slash or spaced tree tops will be 
allowed within flowing identified water bodies, except for small stagnant pot holes or seasonal swamps. Cut trees and 
branches, which fall into streams accidentally, will be removed by the spacer.  
 
No spacing, but screefing and wildlife tree girdling, will occur and be encouraged within a 1-3m LTZ 
“Limited Treatment Zone” along any of the S1-S3 streams. The same screefing and wildlife tree 
creation will also be done within the 10m+- corridors, to be left every 50-80m. The following species will 
not be cut: Black cottonwood, mountain ash, Pacific crabapple, Pacific bitter cherry, willow, maple, and western yew, 
unless they are contributing to a falling hazard.  Any Pw may be kept for diversity, whether or not they are infected 
with blister rust. 
 
“Pungy sticks” (steep, sharp cutting angles on small diameter stumps) and hang-ups are not allowed, but some high 
stumps over 20cm in diameter will be allowed for CWD and wildlife purposes, as long as they do not cause elevation of 
spacing slash, and as long as the spacer does not have to elevate his saw above shoulder height for safety reasons.  
 
 
 
 

D-2.  SPECIAL AREAS - (TREATMENT PROPOSED) 
All of the treatment areas are special riparian areas and will be treated, as described above. Additional considerations 
in D-3 below: 
                                                               D-3.  RESERVE AREAS  – (NO TREATMENT PROPOSED) 

TREATMENT AREA : 1-
3m Bank LTZ (Limited 
Treatment Zone) and 10+-
m wildlife corridors. 

TYPE OF RESERVE AREA 
This 1-3m LTZ is to be left uncut along the banks of all S1,S2&S3 streams to 
be treated. However, some trees will be screefed and partly or wholly 
girdled, in order to create valuable wildlife trees close to the water. Some 
trees (suggest minimum of 2 per corridor) will also be screefed within the 
10+-m wildlife corridors. 

TREATMENT AREA : 
Other smaller creeks and 
water bodies with a 
seasonal flow and the 
main creeks: 

TYPE OF RESERVE AREA: Aquatic Habitat: An effort will be made, not to fall any trees 
into any flowing or expected to be flowing, identifiable water bodies, some of which may 
be temporarily dry flood channels and gravel bars. Where small branches and tops end 
up in such places accidentally, the spacer or faller will clean out any small debris, which 
could float into the adjacent main S1, S2 or tributary streams. This is in order to prevent 
log-jam debris build-ups in the main channels. Larger diameter, long boles may be left in 
such water bodies and may even be beneficial, as long as they are well anchored to the 
surrounding shore or wedged between existing stumps and vegetation. When large 
boles and tops, which are well anchored, are to be left in a creek, the checker 
will be notified and will decide, whether to leave them and whether the 
MWLAP will require notification. 

 

PRESCRIPTION PREPARED, SIGNED & SEALED BY                               MAJOR LICENCEE SIGNING AUTHORITY 
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Reinhard Muller, RPF,RPBio.  
NAME (Printed) 

Date: 2005-05-02 

Date of field work:  April 26th – 29th, 2005. 

 

 

Name:  

Date: 

 
PRESCRIPTION ATTACHMENTS:                 MAJOR LICENSEE SIGNING AUTHORITY: 
 
X     FIELD DATA CARDS 
X     MAPS: Key Map, 1: 125 000 and 1:5 000 NAD 83 map. 
X     PHOTOS 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 


